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Energy . losses of a bombarding particle increase inten
sively, with the increasing of its charge due to ionization 
processes. On the o_ther hand, the number of created high
eriergy neutronsjncreases in inelastic collisions of heavier 
projectiles with target nuclei at: similar· collision energy 
E(amu),· which, ·on• the contrary, .forc·es down the ioniza
tion energy losses:< , It is shown .by rrieans of Monte Carlo 
simulation of internuclear cascades that the competition of 
these processes results in the · highest neutron yield when 
deutron beams are being employed .. For example, replace
ment of the proton beam with deutron or a-particle.beams 
raises the neutron yield-in an· extended ·uranium. target by 
10-'- 20% in the energy region E = l GeV /amu which is 
the most challenging from the point of view of an electronu
clear reactor design, just as a transition: to carbon beam de.:. 
creases the neutron production approximately by a' quarter 
(at lower energies.even more) [l].' However, this conclusion 
contradicts the experimental data of K.D.Tolstov's group 
who investigated the neutron multiplication in lead-target 
at E = 3.65 Gev / amu [2 - 5]. According to these data, 
the use of the a-particle or carbon ion beams decreases the 
energy losses by 28 ± 6% and 19'± 6% respectively in com
parison with the proton ·beam. The· neutron yield and the 
production of plutonium ( or 233U) nuclei inside the elec
tronuclear reactor increases at the respective rate. 

Taking into account the importance of the question of the 
design of such a system we repeated the Monte Carlo calcu
lations using.an·improved model-and mor·e precise parame
ters (in particular, improved nuclear cross.: sections [6]) and 
investigated the sensitfvity of our calculations iri:respect to 
variations of the model parameters. Extended· (practically 
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infinite ) cylindrical target manufactured of natural ura
nium with radius 60. cm, length 90 cm is considered as well 
as in our previous calculations; It.is supposed that the bom
barding particle beam is introduced into the target through 
a narrow channel with length 26 cm along the central axis. 
The results of the calculation for E - l Gev / amu are shown 
in Fig. Five hundred, of initial bombarding particles have 
been sampled in each case. 

One cal! see that the .improvement of the model and the 
raising of the number of sampled cases don't change the con
clusion about maximal neutron yield under the influence of 
deutrons and its decreasing to 75 - ,70% at the proton level 
while;using carbon ions. The discrepancy is too large to be 
excluded .. by. any variation of parameters. • For instance, if 
the relation a1 = l.l4a'n for energy state density parameters 
of excited nuclei: in processes of evaporation and fission is 
used 1 instead of, the usually employed equal values a f = an 
then the neutron yield increases approximately by 10%, 
however the value of the ratio Nn(12C)/Nn(P) = 0.7 - 0.8 
is not affected.(The value Nn( 12C) is given per one intranu
clear nucleon). 

,.Calculations modelling the experiments .[2-5]. with a lead 
target 2 have shown that·Nn(,12C)/Nn(P) = 0.65 at E-:- 1 
Ge V / amu. and 0. 75 at E ~ 3.65 Ge V / amu. ., 

One can attain an agreement_ with the Tolstqv's group 
experiments only by supposition that our curr~nt notions 
about the· high-energy (E > l Gev/amu) nucleus-nucleus 
interactions mechanism are essentially wrong which pro-

1These values recommended as a result of careful calculations made by'.S.G. Mash
.nik [7] allowed in some cases to get better description of the nuclear .fissibility . 

2Target diamete~ and length equal respectively 50 and 80 cm, beam channel length 
along the'target axis equals 20 cm. . 
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vides significantly lower probability of the channels with 
almost complete disintegration of a target nucleus into nu
cleons. According to current theoretical estimations such 
a probability does not exceed a few percent. At the some 
time one needs the disintegration probability to be one or
der of magnitude higher to explain the Nn (1 2C) / Nn (p) ratio, 
observed by the Tolstov's group. Exactly thisivalue is ob
tained from the analysis of photoemulsion experiments at 
3.65 Gev/amu [5]: 6% for p+Pb interactions'and 22%: for 
a+ Pb collisions. This principal question requires first of all 
experimental investig_ation. 

One has .to emphasize that the Monte Carlo. simulation 
of neutron yield under the proton beams agrees with avail
able experimental data in the wide• energy region from few 
dozens MeV up to 70 GeV: [8, 9]; 

> In conclusion we glad to thank Dr. D.Chultem for dis
cussions of the questions considered in this paper. 
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Neutron.yield under the action of ions with mass 
number A (per one intranuclear nucleon). 
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EapallleHKOB B.C. H np. 
81,1xon HeiiTpoHOB B nem1mHXC,ll MHWeH,l!X 
non neiicrnHeM nyqKOB HOHOB 
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Mmne~KapnOBCKOe MOJlCnHpOBaHHe TpaHcnoprn ~aCTHU B ,Uem!IUHXC.H cpenax 
noKaJbIBaeT, '!TO BI,IXO,!l HeiiTpOHOB MaKCHManeH npu Hcnono30BaHHH nyqKa neiiT
poHOB H 6oICTJJO CHH)KaeTC,ll npu nepexone K 6onee n!)KenbIM ,l!JlpaM. 3TOT BblBO.!l 
He cor~acyeT~~ C pe3ynoTaTaMH aHanlf3a ny6HeHCKHX onoITOB co CBHHUOBbIM 6noKOM: 
O6C)')K.UalOTC,ll B03MO)KHbie npHL!HHbl pacXO)K,UeHHH. ' 

Pa6orn B~monueHa.ii na6oparnp1m Bb!'IHCnHTenMmii TeXHHKH' u aBTOMaTH3au'uu 
0115111. 

, npenpHHT 00be/lHHeHHOfO HHCTIIT}7a llllepHhlX IIC,CJJe/lOBaIIIIH: L{y6tta, J 995 
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Neutron Production in Fissile Targets under the.Ion Beam I~adiation 

It is shown as a result of Monte Carlo simulation of particle transport through 
fissile media that neutron yield is the highest while using the deuteron beam 
and sharply decreases in case of heavier bombarding nu~lei. However, this
co~clusion• ccmtradict-; the Dubna experiments with a lead target. Possible reasons 
of such a disagreement are discussed:· 

The i~vestigation has been performed at the Laboratory of -computing 
- Techniques and Automation, JINR. - , . 
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